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DAO Protocol and Zero Loss
Betting Ecosystem
GambleFi DAO is an innovative ﬁnancial ecosystem, based
on a rebase currency managed by a DAO. Each BETIFY
token is collateralized by various assets and held in the
GambleFi Treasury, oﬀering the currency an innate value
that cannot fall below a certain ﬂoor price. Furthermore,
GambleFi DAO introduces innovative gamiﬁcation
systems, including the ﬁrst zero loss betting system
allowing users to bet on sports events with no losses, and
a Booster Box system which will reward users with special
vesting reduction NFT Boosters for their bond purchases
on the platform, making GambleFi DAO the ﬁrst rebase
token to feature NFT gamiﬁcation features.

Betify Token
BETIFY is a rebase currency backed by other digital currencies. This ensures that each token is backed by the
protocol’s liquidity. The treasury, liquidity, bond mechanism and staking rewards are intended to regulate supply
expansion. Bond sales create earnings for the protocol, which are used to mint BETIFY and distribute it to stakers.
Thanks to this system the protocol can accumulate its own liquidity.

Zero Loss Betting
GambleFi DAO features the ﬁrst zero loss gambling system with initial investment return for a lost bet. Users will be able
to bet on various sporting and esport events where the bet winners will receive prizes. Thankfully, in our system the
losers never lose one dime of their initial capital!
The users’ investment is accumulated and staked for a week in the most rewarding staking pool available to us on the
market. At the end of the betting period the staking pool rewards will be distributed between the winning betters, while
the losers receive their initial investment back, creating a zero loss betting system. The betting system is also directly
connected to the DAO as 10% of the staking rewards go back to the protocol treasury, increasing the intrinsic value that
BETIFY holds.

Betting Governance
Being a DAO, GambleFi values the investor’s opinion more than anything. This will also apply to the betting system,
where users will be able to choose new featured sporting events on the platform, or upcoming matches from their
favorite teams. We will sleeplessly work to oﬀer the initial technology and system, while the community will be our
winning card while deciding the most requested and trendy events to bet on.

Betting System Simulation
Players

Bet

Amount

Player 1

1

10

Player 2

1

Player 3

Condition

Win

Payout

Loser

0,00

10,00

0,0%

10

Loser

0,00

10,00

0,0%

1

10

Loser

0,00

10,00

0,0%

Player 4

2

10

Loser

0,00

10,00

0,0%

Player 5

X

10

Winner

1,92

11,92

19,2%

Player 6

X

10

Winner

1,92

11,92

19,2%

Player 7

H1

10

Loser

0,00

10,00

0,0%

Player 8

H1

10

Loser

0,00

10,00

0,0%

Player 9

H1

10

Loser

0,00

10,00

0,0%

Player 10

H2

10

Loser

0,00

10,00

0,0%

General Info

Number of Players

ROI

Dedicated Pot

Variables

Total Amount Bet

100

BET 1

Total Amount Bet

1,28

APY

200%

Pot Reward

3,94

BET 2

Pot Reward

3,84

DAY

7

Pot Value

1150,68

BET X

Pot Value

1,92

Token Price

Possibilities

5

BET H1

Possibilities

1,28

Result

Player Number

10

BET H2

Player Number

3,84

300
X

Booster Box System
GambleFi DAO features a brand new innovative system meant to add gamiﬁcation features to the currently stagnant
world of rebase tokens. The Booster Boxes directly tie in with the bonding system, giving it utility in our bond purchase
ecosystem.

Loot System
Our loot system adds a new layer to the traditional rebase mechanism popularized by Olympus DAO. Our Booster
Boxes oﬀer users NFT Boosters that can optimize their bond purchase activities on our protocol. After the oﬃcial launch
Booster Boxes will be released at a rate of 50 per rebase, every 8 hours. Therefore their daily emission will be of 150
Booster Boxes.

Box Price
Users will have two choices when deciding to open a Booster Box. They can either use our native currency BETIFY, or
MIM.
- When unboxing with BETIFY the tokens will be automatically burned, reducing the BETIFY supply
- When unboxing with MIM the funds will be distributed back to the GambleFi Treasury

The box price* will work similarly to an Oracle, through our Box Control Variable. Boxes will have a
base price in MIM, that will change the unbox price in BETIFY, based on BETIFY's current market
value.
Booster Box prices may be changed based on market demand and supply scarcity*

NFT Boosters
NFT Boosters are divided into 6 rarity tiers, with each incremental tier having a higher discount on the vesting period of
bonds purchased through GambleFi DAO.

NFT Booster Rarity Tier
Vesting Discount

Unboxing Probability

Common

10%

81%

Uncommon

15%

9.5%

Rare

20%

5%

Mythic

25%

3%

Epic

30%

1%

Legendary

50%

0.5%

CARD RARITY

The introduction of GambleFi's
Governance system, allowing the
community to make critical decisions.

BEF

DAO Voting System

Roadmap

The launch of our AMM and NFT
Marketplace for our vesting reduction
boosters.

RAM

AMM & NFT Marketplace

GambleFi DAO's medium term
roadmap will be made of several
features that will enhance our
protocol and provide more assets
to our treasury.

The release of our zero loss betting
services, where we will perform the
initial testing with the community.

RPA

Zero Loss Betting Alpha

Our goal is to oﬀer an engaging
platform with never before seen
features that always redirect a
percentage of funds back to the
treasury, allowing more stability to
the main currency BETIFY.

The community will have governing
power over the future sports and
additional features will be added.

YAM

Additional Sports

Gambling As A Service
Development of Gambling As A
Service (GAAS) protocol, that allows
users to create their own custom bet.

NUJ

Get more out of your well researched
bets by utilizing our leveraged funds.

LUJ

Leveraged Betting

Outsider Marketing
Token Promotion Services
Native Ad Campaign
Press Release Campaign
Security Audits (RugDoc, Certik)
In Depth Analyses from DAO Youtubers

Marketing
We have several marketing
managers actively working on the
project and we will focus on an
intense ﬁrst month to ensure that
word is spread around the
community about GambleFi DAO.

Community Engagement
Daily Twitter Content
Weekly Medium Articles
Developer Progress Update
Weekly AMA Podcast
Gleam Giveaways

As the project develops naturally
we will also focus on oﬄine
marketing to bring more awareness
to the new business ﬁeld we are all
growing together.

Listings
CoinMarketCap Listing
CoinGecko Listing
Minor Listings (DappRadar, Coinfolio,
Coinbase, Delta etc.)
Centralized Exchange Listing
Fohmo.io Listing

Presale
Our presale will last a total of 4 days, and will be composed of a whitelist only day, and an oﬃcial
presale that will last 3 days.

Whitelist Presale
You can get access to our whitelist presale through our Gleam contest that will be announced on
our Twitter shortly. Whitelisted users will be able to claim 3.3 pBETIFY* and 2 Booster Boxes for a
price of 2,5 AVAX per box.

Oﬃcial Presale
Our 3 day long oﬃcial presale will start right after and users will be able to claim 1.75 pBETIFY and 2
Booster Boxes for a price of only 1,75 AVAX per box.

Presale Box Details
Details

Token (pBETIFY)

NFT Booster

Spots

Price

Whitelist Box

3,3

2

500

2,5 AVAX

Presale Box

1,75

2

1000

1,75 AVAX

Initial Token Distribution
BETIFY Initial Mint

6.500

Initial Market Price

$100,00
Initial Liquidity

Total Needed

$100.000,00
Percentage

Units

15%

Vesting Time

Team

Presale

15%

Liquidity
Team

15%
15%

Community

3%

Presale
Private Sale

1000
1000

52%

0 Days
Private Sale

180 Days

100

0 Days

52%

3400

7 Days

15%

1000

30 Days

15%

Community

3%

Raised Money Allocation
Total Raised

$350.000,00

100,00%
KYC RugDoc

Initial Backing and Liquidity
Marketing Online

$132.000,00
$60.000,00

2,86%

37,29%

Audit Techrate

Initial Backing an...

0,57%

17,14%

37,29%

Audit Certik

5,71%

Exchange Listing Fee
Marketing Oﬄine
R&D

$50.000,00
$40.000,00
$37.500,00

Audit Certik

$20.000,00

14,29%

R&D
10,71%

11,43%

Marketing Oﬄine

10,71%

Exchange Listing

11,43%

14,29%

5,71%

KYC RugDoc

$10.000,00

2,86%

Audit Techrate

$2.000,00

0,57%

Marketing Online
17,14%

Tokenomics

GambleFi DAO will feature 2 main tokens:
BETIFY, BETSLIP, and a third utility token used
during the presale for a balanced token
distribution, pBETIFY.

BETIFY is GambleFi DAO’s main asset, a token backed by a basket of assets in the GambleFi
Treasury, giving it an intrinsic value that it can’t fall below.
BETSLIP is GambleFi DAO’s staking receipt token, oﬀered to users after staking their BETIFY
on the protocol at a 1:1 ratio.
pBETIFY is GambleFi DAO’s presale utility token, utilized to oﬀer users a gradual distribution
of the BETIFY received during the presale, in order to avoid a strong initial dump at launch.

Income Stream for Treasury Balance

Unboxing Activities

Betting Fees

The MIM used to open booster boxes is
sent directly to the treasury

10% of the fees generated by the Zero
Loss Betting feature pot are directly sent
back to the treasury

LP Fees & Bonds

AMM Fees

Liquidity Pool fees as well as Bond sales
increase treasury revenue exponentially

0.04% of the AMM tranding fees will be
directly redirected back to the protocol
treasury

Follow us to stay up to date with the launch

discord.gg/4EuDd7ﬀQT

t.me/gambleﬁ

twitter.com/gambleﬁnance
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